
SPAL UK Undergoes HQ Training
Sales staff from SPAL Automotive UK Ltd, spent a valuable few days at SPAL 
HQ in Correggio, Italy earlier this month, gaining insight into the world 
beating range of thermal management solutions.

James Bowett, General Manager, Neil Price, Business Development Manager 
and Ashley Brown, Sales Support, enjoyed a trip to the factory and experienced 
training in the latest product updates.

Ash commented: “The factory tour is a solid reminder of just how good the 
SPAL products are. Top of the agenda here in Italy, to ensure the complete 
reliability of the fans, blowers and water pumps is the extensive onsite testing 
facilities which serve to push performance to its outer limits.”

Neil said: “The training given on the brushless product was really helpful in 
enhancing my appreciation of the technical side of these components.”

James added: “Understanding how SPAL products are engineered and operate 
is the best way for our team to be able to provide the second-to-none support 
structure here at SPAL UK.”
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SPAL Makes Waves in the Marine Sector
SPAL made a bold statement in the Seawork event edition of Maritime Journal 
to capitalise on the growth within this sector.

James Bowett reported: “With many new customers coming onboard looking 
for greater reliability under quite difficult conditions at sea, it was an 
opportunity to raise our profile at this important exhibition.”
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